District One School Demographics
& the Need for a
Controlled Choice Admissions Policy
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The resolution and controlled choice in context:
• We (the CSD 1 community) all have a commitment to diversity, equity, and achievement.
• Different schools, community members, and bodies (the CEC, individual school diversity committees, the Community
Board, elected officials, etc.) have done a lot of work over more than a decade to clarify what we mean by diversity, and
equity, and the benefits for all.
• We have a framework of how to achieve these–Community Controlled Choice, a district-wide admission policy solution.
• The three pillars of CCC are: supporting families, improving schools, and an admissions process that better reflects the
diversity of the community.
• In practice it means:
• identifying those students and families most at risk (as measured by socio-economic factors and other unique
factors such as Students in Temporary Housing)
• aiming for a distribution within some +/- percentage of those averages across all schools
• student assignment is still choice-driven
• it would allow for school preferences to be about the same rate as they are now
• Any community concerns and reservations are a positive opportunity to address a common issue that a specific CCC plan
would need to take into account (e.g., sibling priority, grandfathering, choice preferences).

• CCC builds in community support so questions and details of implementation can be widely and satisfactorily met.
• Each body (PTA, SLT, etc.) is being asked to work within their internal processes and timetable to arrive at their position of
support or not of CCC and the specific resolution. Given all the information, support is natural as this is a means of giving
voice to personal and community commitments, values, and effort.
• We are aiming to maximize the expression of solidarity around this principle. The solidarity being the support from district
top to bottom to deal with the pressing issue of lack of diversity in this manner and at this time.

District One Schools

13 Pre K – 5 Schools
4 Pre K – 8 Schools
5 Middle Schools (6-8)

6 9-12 Schools
1 K – 12 School
2 6-12 Schools
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Map from October 2013 Data Study - cecdistrictone.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/2013_10-31_cec1_wxy_assignmentpolicystudy-final-with-edits.pdf

Community
Engagement
Lab
January 11, 2014
http://cecd1.org/cec1-initiatives/community-engagementlab/
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District One History:
Advocating for Diversity & Equity in Our Schools

1991-2002: School board removes zones/catchments and implements measures of fairness for lotteries based on gender,
race, ethnicity, and eventually adding linguistic and academic diversity.
2004-2007 Community School Board is dissolved and regional structure is implemented. Move toward centralization is
finalized in the March of 2007, making all lotteries blind. Gifted and Talented programming introduced late summer 2007
without follow up on policy for early childhood/elementary. Strong community advocacy through working groups is
established to advocate for continuity between Pre-K—K, and sibling priority. Summer of 2007, Supreme Court rules that
diversity can be used as compelling education goal as long as it can be defined and achieved with markers other than race
alone.
2008-2010: Enrollment is centralized for K admissions, but DoE grants policy giving preference to returning Pre-k students
selecting their returning school as well as sibling priority. Advocacy continues. Deputy Chancellor John King endorses
equitable and diversity based admissions plan as mechanism for improving school achievement.
2011 – 2012: Spring 2011 Chancellor Walcott appears at CEC, responding to request for mechanisms of fairness regarding
equitable and diverse admissions by saying that choice is equity. Advocacy efforts increase through speak-outs and
educational workshops with Michael Alves on the permissibility of diversity based admissions. CEC 1 partners with D3 for
community forum to discuss the effects of the DoE changing district’s controlled choice to pure choice and the ensuing
segregation. Summer 2012, Office of Civil Rights complaint filed claiming discriminatory admissions against 3 gentrifying
schools in D1.
2013 – 2014: Neighborhood School drafts letter requesting PS 133 set aside model. Data Study is released in fall of 2013
detailing stratification resulting from choice. School Diversity workshop piloted in March 2013. On September 17, 2014, CEC
1 holds a School Diversity Town Hall with Chancellor Fariña to present to the community information about the current
demographic breakdown in District 1 schools.
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http://cecd1.org/district-1/school-diversity-equity-data-study/
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Below is a list of the
top 8 controlled choice admissions priorities
identified by workshop participants:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Socio-Economic Status
Race and Ethnicity
Students with Disabilities
Student Achievement
Siblings
Students in Temporary Housing
English Language Learners
Grandfathering

Controlled Choice
A Choice of Schools & Equitable Demographics
Controlled Choice is an equity-driven school assignment process with the goal of providing equal access to an array
of excellent schools.
What is “Choice”?
When registering your child, you are asked to list your school choices, providing opportunities for your child to be
matched to a school.
What is “Controlled” about the “Choice”?
The Controlled Choice assignment process involves using socio-economic indicators, such as family income,
parental educational attainment, the number of children in the household, or community-defined at-risk factors, to
help school enrollment reflect the makeup of the school district as a whole. The impartial computerized
assignment system would take into account your choices and these socio-economic factors. The “Control” is the
re-introduction of these factors for equity and fairness in student assignment.
Why do we need this?
Research shows that choice, unfettered by any fairness or equity factors or controls, segregates (including marketbased choice, charters, magnets, etc.) and that not all student and families have equal access to information,
choice and schools. This has led to increasing segregation in CSD1 schools, NYC as a whole, and NYS. NYC has the
third most segregated city school system in the country.
How is this achieved?
Much as they do now, families would be asked to disclose information during the registration process,
confidentially and optionally. Identification of those students most at-risk (as measured by socio-economic factors
and any other unique at-risk factors), allows for a distribution within some +/- percentage of district averages
across all schools. Student assignment would still be choice-driven and assignment preferences would still be
granted at about the same rate as they are now.

District 1 Presidents Council
Resolution in Support of a Controlled Choice Admission Policy, 1/8/2016
WHEREAS, from September 2014-June 2015, Community School District 1 has
engaged in a public process, involving large segments of the CSD1 community,
varying from administrators, teachers, students, parents, community
members, and representative members of D1 Presidents Council, to address
inequitable access to student resources in CSD1; and
WHEREAS, this public process followed years of community efforts to address
persistent admissions inequities in schools in CSD1; and
WHEREAS, community efforts included forums, workshops, protests, town
halls, legislative breakfasts, data studies, reports, letters of support from
elected officials, workgroups, grants, petitions, and sign-on letters and
support from local education bodies (Parents’ Associations and ParentTeacher Associations, Presidents Council, School Leadership Teams, District
Leadership Teams) all requesting support and collaboration from the DoE in
developing a more equitable admissions policy; and

District 1 Presidents Council
Resolution in Support of a Controlled Choice Admission Policy, 1/8/2016
WHEREAS, as a result of the public process and the years of community
efforts, community consensus has developed for a fair and equitable districtwide diversity-conscious admissions policy known as controlled choice; and
WHEREAS, the benefits of diversity are well-documented by research and
include increased academic achievement, increased exposure throughout
school and work-life to individuals from diverse backgrounds, and a greater
ability to consider diverse perspectives; and
WHEREAS, controlled choice is a time-proven framework for managing
student enrollment that promotes equity of access and aims to improve
academic achievement by ensuring that students most at-risk are equally
served by all schools; so
THEREFORE, be it resolved that, D1 Presidents Council supports the institution
of controlled choice in CSD1 at future enrollment cycles, and beginning to take
effect with the current pre-K admissions cycle so that by Fall 2016 the NYC
DoE will have a community-supported pilot for improving entry grade level
diversity.

Please join CEC1 for a

Town Hall with Schools Chancellor
Carmen Fariña
February 23, 2016
6:30-7:30pm*, PS 20, 166 Essex St
What questions do you have for the Chancellor?
What pressing issues do you hope she addresses?

*During CEC1’s Calendar and Business Meeting,
2/23/16 from 6:00 – 8:30pm, PS 20, 166 Essex St

